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Abstract 
Cloud computing is the best solution for providing a flexible, on-demand, and dynamically scalable 
computing infrastructure for many applications. In case of private cloud environment access is limited to 
a group of users or an organization. Even though there are many aspects in cloud environment. The data 
security, confidentiality and privacy plays a major role in cloud deployment model. In private cloud the 
identity anonymization and secured data storage becomes essential to address. In this paper a method for 
identity anonymization and secure data storage in private cloud using GDS (Group Digital Signature) is 
proposed and implemented. 
© 2011 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of C3IT 
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1. Introduction 
In cloud computing infrastructure Digital identity management is one of the challenging tasks. In order 
to provide access control in a flexible manner to the users based on their identity and past interaction 
histories the user is authenticated .At the same time confidentiality of the user must be maintained and 
interoperability across the multiple business domains can be achieved and minimizing the method of 
Identifying the user . When we talk about the GDS scheme the member belongs to the team can sign 
instead of his team. The signatures are basically anonymous, which leads to the Identity anonymization of 
the real signer (user) in the group with an exception for the group manager. The signatures are verified by 
using single group key. Group Signature is valid only when it offers anonymity of the signer to others and 
traceability to the group manager. This feature of the Group digital signature made it as the part of many 
security applications [1]. Thanks to J. Camenisch and M. Stadler who published the first Group digital 
signature scheme with constant sized group public key and group signature as a asymmetric crypto 
system[2]. Then with the theoretical foundations from M.Bellare, D.Miccianico and B.Warinschigroup 
digital signature developed itself with the group scheme variant from chang in which he let the user of the 
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group to sign the message to form a partial signature and the procedure combine to form a signature for 
the user by the group as in the method of threshold crypto system. Later Shamir lifted the method of 
digital signature through his concept of ID based crypto system which is based on the certificate that lead 
to the simplification of key management procurers in Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).As a turning point 
S. Park, S. Kim and D. Won join hands and combined stalder's e th root verification encryption and 
shoemakers method and proposed first Id based Group digital signature scheme. Likewise being an entry 
level technique, In this paper the concept of secret key distribution is worked out with Diffie-Hellman’s 
algorithm combined together with the powerful RSA algorithm for the process of secured data transfer 
through the encrypto – system and standards of digital signatures which helps in authentication. 
2. Literature Review   
2.1. Private Cloud 
The cloud computing environment which incorporates confidential network computing is said to be 
the Private cloud or internal cloud. This computing environment developed for the exclusive use of single 
organization or user, providing complete control over data, security and QOS[8].  It is a deployment 
modulusel which is mostly used for large corporations with recourses located in multiple locations for 
providing cloud services over the corporate network to its internal users in a highly secured manner. The 
advancement in virtualization, multi-tenance and data center consolidation makes community network 
and data center administrators to provide cloud services efficiently to meet the requirements of the 
customer's within the corporate. Cloud environment allows large organizations from "resource pooling" 
concept connected with the cloud and its size. Apart from this the issues like data Security, Corporate 
governance are needs to be considered 
2.2. Group Digital Signature 
The Group Signature methodology can be defined as the signing scheme proposed for groups which 
benefits by giving authority to the member in the team or group to sign instead of his team. Consider a 
faculty belongs to a university is sending a message to cloud there for the cloud provider it is enough to 
know that some authorized person in the university had signed the message this convenience can be 
provided by this signature scheme[2]. In Group signature method the group manager forms the foundation 
not only because he manages the team but also for the reason that he is the one who can reveal the 
identity of the anonymized signer which is one of the great deals in this scheme of signing as shown in 
Fig1. The group signature variant is accepted only when it provides anonymity [6][7], unforgeablity, 
traceability and non-likeability. 
 
 
Fig1. Shows Interaction between group and Cloud 
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2.3. Key Distribution with Diffie-Hellman Algorithm 
The DH (Diffie-Hellman) is a key distribution algorithm that helps two users to share secret key 
between them without the need to exchange the secret key[5]. An overview of the algorithm is given 
below. To share secret key the two users A and B, agrees on public numeric constants  and ȕ. Here p is 
any random prime number and ȕ is the generator of  which less than . 
 
x Let x and y be the private keys of the users A and B respectively, the selected x and y 
by A and B can any random prime number and must be less than . 
x Let r1=ȕx modulus  and r2=ȕy modulus  were computed by devices A and B 
respectively 
x The computed r1 and r2 were exchanged between A and B. 
x The user A computes (r2) x modulus . 
x The  user  B computes (r1) y modulus  . 
x Since K = ȕyx modulus =ȕxy modulus , shared secret key = K.
2.4. Data Encryption, Decryption  with RSA and Signature  
RSA is a public key algorithm developed by Rivest, Adi Shamir and Len Adleman that is used for 
Encryption, Decryption, Signature and Key Agreement. RSA algorithm uniquely uses keys of size 1024 
to 2048. Overviews of RSA algorithms are given below[3]. 
 
   RSA Algorithm   
x Select two large prime numbers a and b. 
x Compute n=a*b. The computed n is made public.  
x Now compute f(n) = (a-1) * (b-1) 
x Choose a random number ‘e’ as the public key in the range 1< e < f(n) such that 
               GCD (e, f(n)) = 1. 
x Find private key d such that d = e -1 mod f (n),where d and f(n) are mutually prime. 
 
Encryption 
x Consider the user A that needs to send a message to B in a secured manner using RSA algorithm. 
x Now e is B’s public key. Since e is public, A is allowed access to e. 
x For encryption the message M of A which is in the range 0<M<n is converted to cipher. 
x Where the Cipher text C = M e mod n. 
 
Decryption 
x Now the cipher text C is sent to B from A. 
x User B calculates the Message with its private key ȕ, where message M = C b mod n. 
3. Proposed Method  and Implementation 
Here we used the strong RSA Algorithm for the generation of keys as well as for the process of 
encryption, decryption and signature. In the proposed method the protocol can be given as 
 
Step 1: The group manager shares a secret key between himself and the cloud provider. This                      
             key is considered as the secret group id. 
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Stet 2: In the group the group manager receives the user id (member identity) from the member and the  
            gives the key pair (e, di). 
 
x e – Public Key (Common all over the group) 
x di - Private Key (Unique key given to the member as per the value of i) 
 
Step 3: The member now can sign any message with the provided di. 
Step 4: The message is encrypted or signed as the procedure explained below and send to the group                          
             manger. 
Step 5: The group manager authenticates the member and then collects the details required and attaches  
             the secret group id and signs it and send it to the cloud provider. 
Step 6: The cloud provider authenticates the message and allows the encrypted message to be stored  
             inside the private cloud. 
3.1. Group Secret key Sharing 
In this proposed method the secret group key is the key distributed between the group manager and the 
cloud provider using the Diffe-Hellman‘s algorithm of key distribution.  
3.2. Group manager’s phase  
The group manager selects the public key Į based on some specified condition. Then the group 
manager generates different values ai and bi with respect to the strong RSA algorithm in order to generate 
di. Where di = e -1 mod f(n) i, Where (f(n) i = ai-1 * bi -1). 
 
3.3. Condition to select e (public key) 
According to the strong RSA algorithm the public key Į is selected in such a way that it satisfies the 
following conditions. 
 
x GCD of (e , n) = 1, and 
x The public key e is always 0 < e < n. (where n = a * d) 
 
 Hence while using this method e must be a prime number and can be comparatively small. Since e is 
prime number irrespective to the n, GCD of (e,n) = 1.  On comparison n will be surely greater than e.   
 
Table1. maintained by the group manager for key distribution (e=11) 
Member id a B n=a*b f(n)=a-1*b-1 Private key d 
10001 11 13 143 120 45632 
10002 7 17 119 96 45863 
10003 3 5 15 8 10241 
10004 5 7 35 24 10211 
10005 7 11 77 60 12221 
10006 13 17 221 192 40222 
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3.4. Member’s phase 
At first the member connects with the group manager and gives his id. The group manager receives the 
id and issues a private key di.  The private key di is now used for signature. 
 
3.5. Procedure for storing the data 
Step 1: The data is encrypted with the public key e. 
Step 2: Then an attachment  that consists of signed  member id  and message digest is sent to the  group  
             manager the manager verifies the signature with the signature with the group’s public key  e and  
             then removes the attachment.  
Step 3: The group manager again makes an attachment which consists of the signed secret group id and  
             the encrypted member’s data. 
Step 4: The set is now send to the cloud provider. 
3.6. Cloud provider’s phase 
Step 1: The cloud provider decrypts the signature with the group’s public key e  
Step 2: Stores the data in the private cloud. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper we proposed a protocol in which the group digital signature is generated using the strong 
RSA algorithm. In this method the freedom of the member is sacrificed by sending the message through 
the group manager. In future this protocol will be re modified with member’s freedom to send and receive 
the data directly in the cloud but at the same time we have to keep in mind that traceability of user by the 
group manager must be maintained.   
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